
A gigabyte of data represents a drawing, a terabyte of data represents a genome, 
combined, these gigabytes and terabytes equate to ever increasing amounts of data 
that is rarely deleted. The data growth and retention trends are driving demands for 
more efficient, resilient, and secure storage solutions. ActiveScale™ software delivers 
accessibility of data at scale.

MANAGE AT SCALE WITH EASE
ActiveScale software enables your environment to scale from terabytes to exabytes in a 
scale-out configuration. Adding more capacity is seamless; as new clusters of nodes are 
added to the system, capacity is added to the pool and the dynamic data placement algorithm 
balances data placement and makes capacity available to applications.

ActiveScale presents a standard S3-compliant object interface.

SECURE DATA
All security threats may not be addressed with a single tool; ActiveScale supports keyless 
encryption of data at rest to prevent access via unauthorized applications. Object Lock 
makes objects immutable; once set, immutability can’t be modified even by an administrator, 
making data safe from ransomware attacks. The system may be partitioned into buckets and 
different protection policies may be applied to align with the security requirements.

KNOW YOUR DATA WILL BE ACCESSIBLE AND AVAILABLE TODAY AND INTO THE FUTURE
Outstanding data availability and data integrity are essential for a world-class 
infrastructure. ActiveScale 
supports configurations 
where data is dispersed 
across three locations for 
extreme availability with 
ActiveScale’s dynamic data 
placement technology (DDP), 
an advanced erasure code 
alternative to RAID. Even with 
a full data center outage, the 
3-site configuration delivers 
continuous data availability 
and operations. In addition, 
ActiveScale’s proactive data 
repair provides high data 
integrity with data verification 
performed in the background.

PREDICTABLE PERFORMANCE
ActiveScale can deliver gigabytes per second throughput as the environment scales. 
Based on network connections and the number of drives deployed, performance is 
consistent and predictable.

Extreme Data Durability 
Data protection with Dynamic Data 
Placement and Repair places objects across 
storage units for highest resiliency and 
ongoing monitoring and repair of errors.

Easy to Scale 
Start small and increase capacity in line 
with data growth.

System Availability 
Geo-spread system design efficiently 
disperses object chunks across 3 
locations and ensures accessibility in 
case of a disaster.

Data Security 
Object lock delivers immutability to 
accommodate compliance requirements 
and protect data from ransomware attacks.

Data Integrity 
Advanced erasure coding, versioning, and 
dynamic monitoring and repair ensures 
data put in will be data read out years later.

Capacity and Performance Efficient 
Sustained performance with large and small 
files without compromising on utilization.

Cloud Service Providers 
- Backup-as-a-Service 
- Storage-as-a-Service

Media & Entertainment 
- Production Media Archive 
- On-premises S3 Media Target

Life Sciences and Health Care 
- Genome data banks 
- Medical imaging

Backup and Archive 
- Tape consolidation 
- Active data repository

Analytic Storage Tier 
- Data lake repository

APPLICATIONS/ENVIRONMENTS

DATASHEET

FEATURES & BENEFITS

LEARN MORE:
www.quantum.com/object-storage

ACHIEVE SECURITY, RESILIENCY, AND 
ACCESSIBILITY OF YOUR DATA AT SCALE

ACTIVESCALE™

DDP logic eliminates I/O hotspots.

Low I/O Demand High I/O Demand

Most Preferred

DDP logic optimizes object placement
to balance capacity consumption.

High Available Capacity Low Available Capacity

Most Preferred
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1  One MB is equal to one million bytes, one GB is equal to one billion bytes, one TB equals 1,000 GB (one trillion bytes), and one PB equals 1,000 TB when referring to storage capacity.  
Usable capacity will vary from the raw capacity due to object storage methodologies and other factors.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Capacity1

Base unit usable capacity  (min.)                                180 TB                                  510 TB                                            707 TB                       .

Max usable capacity (raw)                 480 TB 16.1 PB Unlimited 

Base unit max objects 235 M 600 M 10 B 

Max objects 470 M 16.2 B Unlimited 

Maximum multi-part object size 50 TB

Software

Operating system software ActiveScale OS 6.0

Management interfaces Real-time System Management Console, CLI, RESTful API 

System analytics ActiveScale CM, a cloud-based storage analytics service 

Security Data encryption in flight SSL/TLS using AES-256, Data encryption at rest using AES-256

Data protection Advanced Erasure Coding, Dynamic Data Placement, Versioning, Object Locking 

Data durability Up to 19 nines

SW/FW upgrades Non-disruptive rolling upgrades

Client Connectivity

Protocols         RESTful S3, NFS v3

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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ACTIVESCALE™ ERASURE CODING AND 
SELF PROTECTING TECHNOLOGIES
BitSpread® Erasure Coding and BitDynamics™ Data Integrity and Repair Technologies  
Within the ActiveScale Object Storage System Software
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Introduction
Relentless data growth continues to pressure IT budgets and administrators to find more 
efficient and effective ways to store and protect petabyte-scale data. At the same time, 
organizations are looking to unlock the value in their data, which makes the task even more 
challenging. The right storage architecture can allow organizations to leverage more of 
their data without requiring budgets to scale at the same pace and make facilitating data-
forever realistic. An effective storage solution to meet these needs would provide:

• Real-time access from anywhere in the world 

• Protection from data loss

• Scaling without limits

• Easy to manage and maintain 

ActiveScale is built on patented object storage technologies to address these needs. 

Traditional Storage Limits
RAID has long been the data protection method of choice for traditional storage systems, 
yet it has reached its limits for today’s petabyte-scale data stores. As hard drive capacities 
increase in response to data growth, data rebuild times have become unbearably long, 
increasing the exposure to data loss. Additionally, scaling system capacity requires 
reconfiguring RAID volumes and groups, which can quickly become unwieldy and in some 
cases require complex manual data migrations. 

Enterprises are keeping data for longer periods of time for analytics and other purposes. 
As a result, we find that magnetic disks can suffer from bit errors and associated 
unrecoverable read errors. In traditional RAID-based systems, bit errors will only be 
discovered when data is read. Parity RAID schemes may not be able to correct errors 
through drive recovery before a second drive fails, which will lead to permanent data loss.

A fundamentally different approach that abstracts data management from the underlying 
hardware is needed. Separating the hardware with its frailties from the software provides 
a better way to address the limitations of today’s traditional storage architectures. A 
software defined storage architecture that addresses data protection, scalability and ease 
of management limitations found in traditional RAID storage at scale is needed to meet the 
data demands of today’s world. 

ActiveScale Object Storage Software
ActiveScale object storage software was developed from the ground up for the highest 
levels of scalability, with high durability (17-nines) and simplicity on a cloud scale. The 
software is at the heart of all ActiveScale object storage systems.

Two key components of the software architecture are BitSpread® Technology and 
BitDynamics™ Technology. BitSpread executes the erasure coding algorithm and performs 
the hierarchical data spreading function for dynamic data placement. ActiveScale’s data 
placement minimizes the impact of hardware or data integrity failures and capacity 
expansion. This means that traditional forklift upgrades and performance degradation due 
to cumulative hardware failures are now a thing of the past. BitDynamics performs data 
integrity audits and automated repair functions to address “bit rot” or data degradation in 
the storage media.

ActiveScale object storage systems are designed with an extremely high level of durability, 
specified up to 17 nines (99.999999999999999%), in support of the most demanding 
enterprise and service provider environments. This level of durability corresponds to an 
average annual expected loss of merely .000000000000001% of stored objects.

ActiveScale™ Erasure Coding and Self Protecting Technologies
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The durability of an ActiveScale storage system is largely determined 
by the erasure coding. This is the algorithm that divides an object into 
chunks, a subset of which may be lost without causing object loss. 
Other key durability factors include the annual failure rate of the disk 
drives and object repair times

To better understand how ActiveScale works we’ll consider:

• Object storage encoding

• Dynamic data placement

• Data integrity

• Data consistency

Object Storage Encoding
BitSpread is the erasure encoding algorithm largely responsible for the 
high durability of ActiveScale object storage systems.  An object to be 
written (PUT) is first broken into chunks.  ActiveScale uses BitSpread to 
encode and place the data chunks.

Storage Policies
The software’s storage policy controls BitSpread by specifying the 
configuration of two erasure encoding parameters: spread width and 
disk safety. The spread width parameter determines the number of 
disk drives the encoded data is spread across for a given stored object. 
Disk safety determines how many simultaneous drive losses can be 
tolerated without impacting the data’s readability. In this way, data is 
protected in the event of a disk, storage node, system rack or even data 
center loss. The storage policy will consider all available sites for data 
placement and spread data in a way that optimizes durability, capacity 
efficiency and repair time.

System Resilience 
For an example of data protection and system resilience, consider an 
object with an 18/5 policy (spread width 18 and disk safety 5) stored 
in a single data center rack containing 6 storage nodes and 98 drives 
per node. A selection of 18 drives is made by the system that equally 
balances the data across this hierarchy. With 6 storage nodes in the 
rack , it will randomly select 3 drives per node to store object chunks. 
See Figure 1. 

In the 18/5 storage policy, the object is encoded into 18 chunks and can 
lose up to 5 chunks and still maintain object integrity. Any 13 chunks 
can be used to re-create the object. If a single drive fails in one of the 
storage nodes in the cluster, with each object spread across 18 drives, 
the safety level is reduced by 1 out of the 5 total. If a storage node fails 
and all 98 drives become unavailable, with each object spread across 3 
drives in the storage node, the safety level for an object is reduced by 3 
out of 5. All objects that had chunks on drives in the failed storage node 
still have chunks available on 15 other drives in the remaining 5 storage 
nodes. As a result, the disk safety for those objects on that storage 
node is reduced to 2. Therefore, in a full storage node failure, there are 
still 2 more drives that could fail and the data would still be readable by 
all users. This ability to absorb numerous, simultaneous drive failures 
without data loss is what gives the ActiveScale object storage system 
its extremely high level of durability.

After the error is repaired, the drive safety level for all objects will be 
restored to the original 5 drives. This repair process is automated and 
happens without IT intervention. From an operations standpoint, drives 
that fail can remain in place. There is no need for IT to immediately 
replace a failed drive like they must do with RAID-based systems. Failed 
drives can be replaced during regular maintenance intervals or not at 
all (fail-in-place).

Large Object and Small Object Policies
Large and small object policies determine how writes (PUT) will be 
handled. For the large object policy, an incoming object is broken 
into chunks using Reed-Solomon encoding to take advantage of 
hardware acceleration in today’s processors. This process provides 
high resiliency and data integrity with a choice of encoding based on 
customer requirements, such as 3-geo or single-geo configurations. 
For example, with 18/8 encoding the object is encoded into 18 chunks.  
The object can be retrieved with any 10 chunks, and up to 8 chunks can 
be lost or unavailable. This allows an entire site to be lost in a 3-geo 
configuration, plus two additional chunks in the remaining sites, and the 
objects would still be available.

The large object policy is optimized for durability and economics. The 
spread of the chunks will be determined with a three-tier hierarchy 
designed to minimize disk hot spots and rebalancing while optimizing 
efficiency to keep costs low.  To read (GET) the object only the minimum 
number of chunks required will be used to reconstitute the object. 

ActiveScale™ Erasure Coding and Self Protecting Technologies

Figure 1: Data spread example for a single rack data center cluster
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Alternatively, the ActiveScale system can employ a small object policy 
for object sizes 0-8MB. If the application makes use of a majority of, 
for example, 4MB objects, the system can be tuned for objects of that 
size. The small object policy is optimized for read performance by 
maintaining a full copy of the object on a single drive. When the small 
object policy is applied, BitSpread will automatically reduce the spread 
width and store sufficient data in one of the check block files to fully 
decode the object from a single drive. This is done to minimize latency 
when storing and retrieving small objects. To provide the reduced 
latency, a certain amount of overhead is added since a full copy and an 
encoded copy are written. Both large and small object policies maintain 
the systems specified durability regardless of object size. 

A smaller spread width for small objects will result in writing data to 
fewer drives, which reduces the disk I/O operations consumed. For 
systems under high parallel load, this can allow the system to store 
more objects simultaneously and lower the aggregate latency of the 
write process.

For optimal system performance, a decision needs to be made regarding 
the appropriate balance of small and large objects. An ActiveScale 
system might combine a low percentage of small objects and a high 
percentage of large objects to deliver both the performance where 
needed and cost-effective capacity as required.

Metadata Protection for Single Data Center
BitSpread stores 3 copies of metadata across 3 controllers. A portion of 
the object’s metadata is the spread, which is the list of drives that contain 
the encoded data for that object. The 3 system nodes form an active 
cluster for the metadata that supports full read/write operation even in 
case of a full system node failure. In addition to the 3 copies on 3 system 
nodes, the metadata is also stored with the encoded data on the storage 
nodes per the storage policy. This protects the metadata against a major 
disaster where all 3 system nodes become unavailable.

3-Geo Configurations
ActiveScale object storage systems can be deployed across three 
geographically dispersed data centers (3-Geo) to protect against a full 
data center outage. The storage policy for this configuration is 18/8, which 
results in objects spread across 18 disk drives with a disk safety of 8. 
Objects can be decoded from any subset of 10 encoded chunks.

Since a 3-Geo system be must able to recover objects if one site becomes 
unavailable, no more than a third of chunks can be in a single datacenter. 
With dynamic data placement’s hierarchical spreading enabled for each 
level, the system will equally balance the chunks over 18 drives across 
three data centers. If each data center has a single rack, 6 drives will 
be selected per rack, and if there are 6 storage nodes in a rack, a single 
drive is selected in each storage node. This can be seen in Figure 2.

With only one drive used per node to store encoded chunks, the system 
is protected against 8 simultaneous storage node failures. Simultaneous 
means before BitDynamics has had the chance to repair the data from the 
first failed storage node (covered in more detail later). This configuration 
protects against a full data center outage because an object’s chunks 
have only been stored on 6 drives per data center. A full data center 
outage leaves the disk safety for all objects at 2. 

Metadata Protection for 3-Geo
To maintain object integrity from a metadata perspective, BitSpread 
stores 3 copies of metadata across 3 system nodes. In a 3-Geo 
configuration, copies of the metadata are spread across 3 different data 
center locations to tolerate a full site outage. The system remains fully 
read/write operational with 2 of the 3 copies of metadata.

Dynamic Data Placement
Spreads are generated dynamically at the time an object is being 
stored. BitSpread will make a selection of disk drives from all 
available drives in the system that meets the hierarchy rules in the 
storage policy. As this spread selection is performed for each object 
(and individually for each superblock of a large object), the encoded 
data chunks of objects are stored across all available drives within the 
storage system, always equally balanced in accordance to the current 
hierarchy. In the case of the small object policy, the 6 encoded chunks 
are spread out and the single full un-encoded object on a single drive 
makes the spread unbalanced.

Dynamic spreads are important to avoid disk hot spots and data 
rebalancing overhead when expanding capacity, which is typical of static 
or deterministic data placement commonly found in other systems. 
Static data placement can significantly impact performance by forcing a 
rebalancing when dealing with component failure or even the addition of 
new capacity. These problems are avoided with ActiveScale’s dynamic 
data placement.

ActiveScale™ Erasure Coding and Self Protecting Technologies
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BitSpread Hierarchy 
BitSpread technology keeps track of all available disk drives in the 
system and the location of the data on those drives. It establishes 
and maintains a hierarchy of drives by configuring the drive location 
information at the time a storage node is installed. The software 
automatically maps drives into a three-level hierarchy consisting of 
storage nodes, racks, and data centers as shown in Figure 3. In this 
way, a drive is part of a storage node in a rack that is in a data center. 
ActiveScale object storage systems can be deployed in a single data 
center or across three geographically dispersed data centers. This allows 
Bitspread to place data such that the system can lose a storage node or 
an entire data center without data unavailability or loss.

Data Integrity
BitDynamics – Self Protecting and Healing
BitDynamics is an out-of-band maintenance system that performs 
a range of system monitoring tasks, data integrity verification and 
assurance, and self-healing of object data. System monitoring tasks 
include environmental parameters (temperature, fan) as well as disk 
health statistics. BitDynamics sends alerts to the systems management 
layer including SNMP traps, email alerts and the management GUI.

Continuous Integrity Checking and Assurance
Writing data to disk drives is not a failsafe process. This silent data 
corruption is not proactively detected in a traditional storage system. 
Data corruption will only surface when it is read, causing the user to get 
an error. In this case, data will need to be restored from another copy or 
a backup.

However, BitSpread generates and stores each erasure encoding 
equation with an individual CRC checksum. Its fine-grained approach 
provides superior protection against sector-level bit errors, in contrast 
with a single, top-level checksum.

ActiveScale™ Erasure Coding and Self Protecting Technologies

Repairing Bit Errors
BitDynamics performs data integrity verification in the background by 
scanning the storage pool for checksum mismatches. If a check block 
(equation) becomes corrupted due to an unnoticed write error, bit rot or 
tampering, BitDynamics will detect the error. It will delete the corrupted 
check block and generate a new, correct check block in another location 
on the disk. If a corrupted check block is detected while a user is reading 
an object from the system, then that check block will be ignored. As long 
as sufficient check blocks can be read from the system’s storage nodes, 
the object will be accessible without impact to the data availability.

Repairing Spreads
Another aspect of the BitDynamics rebuild process is the ability to 
automatically self-heal in a parallelized fashion. The effect of this is to 
shorten rebuild times after a drive failure. If a drive fails in an ActiveScale 
object storage system, the data chunks that were stored on that drive 
must be rebuilt and placed on other drives in the system. 

With repair spreads generated on the fly per repaired object, the repaired 
chunks of data can be written to any drive in the system that meets the 
policy hierarchy spread rules. The dynamic nature of generating repair 
spreads enables the system to leverage all available disk spindles to target 
repair data. Also, all network connectivity in multiple storage nodes can be 
leveraged, which results in the highest possible repair performance.

Data Consistency
Another important aspect of BitSpread is that data is written using 
strong consistency. This is an essential requirement for many enterprise 
workloads. Strong consistency means that a client will never see out-
of-date data for normal operations. After a successful write/PUT, the 
next successful read/GET of that object is guaranteed to show that write. 
In contrast, several alternative solutions use eventual consistency for 
normal operations. In this case, a GET after a successful PUT can fail 
or return an old version of the object. A LIST after a PUT can return a 
list where the object is not present. Eventual consistency can be very 
expensive for applications to workaround. 

Conclusion
With no slowdown in sight for data growth, the imperative for IT remains 
the same – find more efficient and effective ways to store and protect the 
organization’s vast store of valuable data. Traditional RAID technology 
has reached its limits to adequately protect petabyte-scale data stores, 
and better approaches are now available. The right storage architecture 
must simplify complexity and help organizations take advantage of their 
data without requiring budgets to scale at the same pace as data growth. 
It should deliver disk-based access performance from anywhere in the 
world, protect the data from loss with high durability, scale without limits 
and be easy to manage. 

Figure 3: Data is spread across this hierarchy per the storage policy
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ActiveScale is a new class of storage built on patented object storage 
technology that addresses these needs. ActiveScale’s architecture 
supports tens of petabytes and beyond with high data durability from 
BitSpread and high data integrity from BitDynamics.  The fundamental 
design based on a dynamic erasure coding provides better resiliency 
and seamless adoption of new capacity as customers grow their way 
into the future.

To learn more visit www.quantum.com/objectstorage
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